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Navigating the 
Path to be a CAO

Traditionally there has not been a 
clear pathway to becoming a CAO

OMAA has developed educational 
resources and facilitates networking 
between Aspiring CAOs and 
mentoring by experienced CAOs



Why Councils should care
FINANCIAL AND OTHER COSTS OF NOT DOING IT WELL



Navigating the Path to be a CAO
Not a lot of research in this field, but

Watson and Hassett (2004) found ‘four distinct career 
paths for city managers.

Thurmond (2010) found that serving as an assistant city 
manager in a large city is the prevalent route to become 
city manager of a large city. Small municipality 
management experience may have a negative influence.



AMO’s Workforce Development Project –
Municipal Employee Survey



Council Behaviour is very important
Council-staff relations are always a 
work-in-progress

Shifting legislative context provides a 
useful opportunity to review and 
update existing policies – including 
Codes of Conduct and Council-Staff 
Relations policies.



What keeps CAOs up at night?



Two Roads Diverged in a Yellow Wood
CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES

1. Replacement Hire

2. Council may choose one of the following 
options to fill the position on a temporary 
basis: 

◦ request that a member of the senior 
management team fulfill the duties of the 
CAO on acting basis. 

◦ request members of the senior management 
team to rotate into the acting CAO chair. 

◦ appoint an external interim CAO to perform 
the duties of the CAO on a full-time, 
temporary basis.

SUCCESSION PLANNING

Align workforce requirements directly to strategic and 
operational plans.

Improve recruitment and selection practices to “hire 
in” top talent.

Identify and implement gap closing/reduction 
strategies (e.g., training/learning, mentoring, etc.).

Implement a purposeful and practical approach to 
knowledge transfer.

Shape the workforce in response to emerging trends, 
shifting priorities, and technological progress.



Succession Planning vs Replacement Hiring
Replacement Hiring Succession Planning

Often a quick fix Long-term commitment to municipality and to 
developing individuals within

Usually based on a job description Allows time to include new directions, adjustments, 
and expanded responsibilities

Often uses only input from the incumbent Enables feedback from multiple stakeholders and 
perspectives 

A narrow approach usually focused on avoiding a 
crisis by quickly filling the position

Allows for more time to ensure decision aligns with 
municipality’s strategic plan and other goals

Sometimes forces municipalities to select best 
person available in that moment

Allows you to focus on selecting the best candidate

May offer advancement as a reward or because of 
seniority 

Focuses on abilities 



Succession Planning
Before the CAO position becomes vacant, Council should 
consider the following: 

◦ Who will be involved in the recruitment process? 

◦ Search -- regional, provincial or national? 

◦ What are the desired qualifications and attributes of the 
next CAO?

◦ How strong is our bench? How will internal candidates be 
managed? 

◦ Is the preference for a change agent CAO to be hired 
versus a status quo CAO?

◦ How modern is our approach to attracting, retaining, and 
developing our talent? 



Succession Planning Steps 1-4
1. Identify future service needs

◦ Add this to your long-range planning (similar to long-term capital planning) 

2. Determine critical positions
◦ CAO, and a few others (not everyone!)

3. Assess current practises and policies
◦ Develop a performance baseline of current practices and policies

4. Conduct a gap analysis
◦ The difference between the succession planning efforts you currently have and the succession 

planning efforts you need



Succession Planning Steps 5-8
5. Modernize your approach

◦  Reward the meritorious and fosters a high-performance work culture (more than tenure)

6. Evaluate internal candidates

◦ Use objective & job-relevant assessment data (anecdotes ≠ data)

7. Revise your training and development program

◦ People skills are critical 

8. Engage managers at all levels

◦ Succession planning is organizational performance 



Mentoring women should be a 
key part of succession planning

Gender disparities continue to exist due to the 
differences in socialization among men and women city 
managers (Webb Farley, Rauhaus, and Eskridge 2020). 

Shattering the glass ceiling of city management remains 
a barrier to women, as they are mentored differently than 
men and tend to face a confidence gap (Voorhees and 
Earl 2017).



Succession Planning 
Good Practice

Edwardsburgh Cardinal undertaking a 5-month (March-
July) transition process whereby exiting CAO mentors 
incoming CAO  



“But we’re a very flat organization and 
we don’t have someone waiting in the 
wings”

1. Have you clearly defined the skillset you are looking 
for?

2. Is there someone in the community running a NFP or 
local business that does have the skillset?

3. If yes, how can you start to involve that person in 
your succession plan?

4. If no, it may be best to work with recruitment experts 
on a replacement hire. 



Some possible incentives to consider

THE CHALLENGE 

 Higher pay in private sector or with FN

 

 Job instability

 Isolation

 Very competitive seller’s market 

POSSIBLE RESPONSE

• 4 day workweek

• Quality of life / impact of work 

• Housing provided by municipality

• Hybrid work arrangements; focus on the 
community

• Focus on both ends – novices looking for a 
start, those close to retirement



A word on recruitment—job ads
BAD EXAMPLE: IS A BORING JOB DESCRIPTION



A word on recruitment—job ads
GOOD EXAMPLE :  COMMUNITY PROFILE AND BENEFITS OF LIVING THERE.



A shortlist of CAO recruiters
Heather Phelps, Phelps Group, phelpsgroup@phelpsgroup.ca 

Kartik Kumar, Legacy Executive Search Partners, Kartik.kumar@lesp.ca 

 Patrick Rowan, Feldman Daxon Partners, prowan@feldmandaxon.com 

 Jon Stungevicius, Waterhouse Search, jon@waterhousesearch.net 

 Tony Haddad, StrategyCorp, thaddad@mnsi.net 

 Nigel Bellchamber, N.G. Bellchamber & Associates Bellchamber@sympatico.ca
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OMAA is the 
association for 

CAOs and 
Aspiring CAOs



First of its kind, CAO-specific 
executive education certificate

• 5-day program, virtual or in-
person 

• Top-rated Schulich 
instructors + guest CAOs. 

• #1 business school in 
Canada.

• Receive a Master's 
Certificate in Municipal 
Leadership after an additional 
course.



The CAO Profile Workbook & Supports

Self-assessment workbook to be used as a 
reference as you progress through the 
different stages of your professional career. 

5 leadership capabilities with 4 key 
competencies in each.

Supporting webinar series on YouTube 



Join Today

Single (CAO Only)  $622

Full +2 (CAO + 2 Aspiring) $797

Full 3+   $915

Special 8-month NOMA Conference          
Northern Ontario Rate $200

Email me with “NOMA Special” in the 
subject line: scott@omaa.on.ca 
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